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BREAD REVIEW 2017-18
(ANNUAL REPORT)

BASIC RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
(BREAD) SOCIETY

PROGRAMS FOR 2018-2019
BREAD Society was established 29 years ago in August 1989. For two decades, it
was engaged in awarding scholarships of financial assistance for higher education
to meritorious underprivileged students, especially from rural areas. During the
last nine years it has established 1024 Children's Libraries in govt. high schools to
inculcate reading habit among high school students. It has also felicitated
headmasters and teachers responsible for NMMS awards, replenished books to
existing libraries on a rotation basis and awarded prizes to students for best writeups. Donation for establishing a BREAD Children's Library has been increased
from Rs. 35000 to Rs.40,000 in April 2018 to create sufficient Corpus to meet the
recurring expenditure on replenishing 40 books to all existing BREAD libraries
every year. It has discontinued the Scholarship program, revived two years ago
due to dates of DIET colleges schedule coinciding with schools' working days and
differing norms being followed by the governments in the two states of Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana in awarding scholarships.
BREAD Society will continue to select schools in an objective manner for setting
up Children's Libraries in govt. high schools. Donors have the first choice to select
govt. high schools or local libraries to set up BREAD Children's Libraries. If the
choice is left to BREAD Society, it selects schools that secure 5 or more National
Means cum Merit Scholarships (NMMS) in a year or 3 or more scholarships in an
Upper Primary school. Besides, BREAD Society felicitates headmasters and
teachers of NMMS library schools as a token of appreciation for the dedicated and
selfless service rendered by them to students.
In 2018-19, BREAD Society proposes to set up 125 new libraries, 60 in Telangana
and 65 in Andhra Pradesh. It will also replenish 1,000 high school Libraries
established up to 2017-18 with 40 new books during 2018-19. It will also felicitate
headmasters and teachers responsible for NMMS awards in the BREAD library
schools set up during the year and award prizes to students for best write-ups
done in 2017-18.
Secretary,
BREAD Society
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ABOUT US
We are a VOLUNTARY organization in the true sense and spirit of the word.

We have not had a single paid employee since inception 28 years ago.

We meet our own out of pocket expenses on tours. Our wage & travel bills are “NIL”.

We seek donations for supporting education programs of marginalized students.

We pass on the entire contribution of the donor to the beneficiary.

We render an account of utilization of donations to each donor individually.

Our administrative expenses of 1% are met from small amounts of bank interest.

Our selection of beneficiaries is objective leaving no scope for discretion.

We have systems and processes in place for implementation of our programs.

We have Database of Donors, schools and scholars. It is available to all concerned.

Our Annual Reports showing Audited Accounts are on our website.

We are transparent, objective, open and accountable in all our activities.

Our impeccable integrity is the source of our strength.

GOVERNING BODY 2016-18
1. Justice (Dr.) P C Rao



Judge, International Tribunal for Law of the Sea
2. Mr. K Padmanabhaiah



Retd. Secretary to Govt. of India, Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Mr. M Narasimhappa



Retd. Chief Commissioner of Income Tax, Pune
4. Dr. K Ramachandra Murthy


Media Specialist
5. Mr. ChundruJanakiram Prasad


Entrepreneur
6. Mr. Ramamohan Rao Kakani


Retd. Dy. Adviser, Planning Commission
7. Mr. B Vidyasagar



Entrepreneur
8. Mr. V Kesava Rao



Retd DGM, BSNL
9. Mr. M Vijaya Sai 



Entrepreneur
10. Mr. SudhakarSureddi



Farmer &Entrepreneur
11. Dr.RaaviSarada 



Secretary, A P Library Association, Vijayawada 
12. Dr. Shanti Swarup M



Software Consultant
13. Mr. C Kesavulu 



Retd. Headmaster
14. Mr. M Nageswara Rao 


Retd. MDO, Madhira, Khammam Dt.
15. Mr. N Narasimhulu Naidu


Retd. Headmaster
16. Mr. G Madan Mohan



Advocate
17. Mr. M Krishnam Naidu 


Retd. Headmaster
18. Dr. N Bhaskara Rao



Chairman, CMS &Founder, BREAD Society
19. Mrs. RajaniUppala



Social Worker
20. Dr. Ashok Kache



Medical Consultant, USA
21. Mr. M Siva Ram Prasad 


C A & Former Secretary, BREAD Society
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President



Mentor



Mentor
Vice-President



Vice-President



Secretary



Treasurer
Joint Secretary



Joint Treasurer



Chief Coordinator




Project Director
(BREAD Libraries)
Member



Member



Member



Member



Member



Member



Patron



Patron
Patron



Adviser

GOVERNING BODY 2018-20
1.Mr. Chundru Janakiram Prasad
Entrepreneur
2. Mr. K Padmanabhaiah
Retd. Secretary to Govt. of India, Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Mr. M Narasimhappa
Retd. Chief Commissioner of Income Tax, Pune
4.Dr. K Ramachandra Murthy
Media Specialist
5.Mr. M Vijaya Sai
Entrepreneur
6. Mr. Ramamohan Rao Kakani
Retd. Dy. Adviser, Planning Commission
7. Mrs. Anita Medasani
Social Service
8. Mr. Surya Prasad Padala
Social Service
9. Mrs. Jhansi Lakshmi G
Entrepreneur
10. Mr. Sudhakar Sureddi
Farmer &Entrepreneur
11. Dr. Raavi Sarada
Secretary, A P Library Association, Vijayawada
12. Mr. S Jagannadha Rao
Secretary, Kriya Society
13. Mr. C Kesavulu
Retd. Headmaster
14. Mr. G Appa Rao
Retd. Lecturer, SJ Govt. College, Kurnool
15. Mr. N Narasimhulu Naidu
Retd. Headmaster
16. Mr. Varahala Srinivas
Social Service
17. Mr. M Krishnam Naidu
Retd. Headmaster
18. Dr. N Bhaskara Rao
Chairman, CMS &Founder, BREAD Society
19. Mrs. Rajani Uppala
Social Worker
20. Dr. Ashok Kache
Medical Consultant, USA
21. Mr. M Siva Ram Prasad
C A & Former Secretary, BREAD Society
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Mentor
Vice-President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Joint Secretary
Joint Treasurer
Chief Coordinator
Project Director
(BREAD Libraries)
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Patron
Patron
Patron
Adviser

SECRETARY'S REPORT
A REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES OF BREAD SOCIETY DURING 2017-18
1. Introduction:
Mission: Pick up bright but indigent students at the school level to help them achieve
their full potential so that the inherent human excellence is brought forth for the good
of the individual as well as the society and pool adequate resources to administer
them with dedication, efficiency and transparency.
2. Bread Children's Libraries:
We have set up 1024 children's libraries during the last nine years. 743 of these are in
NMMS schools and the remaining 281 are in donor specified schools. During this
year, we have established 136 libraries.
3. Governing Body:
Governing Body of BREAD Society held four Meetings two in Hyderabad, one in
Vijayawada and one by circulation in 2017-18. The two Meetings in Hyderabad were
held on June 3, 2017 and December 22, 2017. The Meeting at Vijayawada was held on
April 8, 2017. Six Members attended the 93rdmeeting at Vijayawada, six members
attended the 94th meeting and four members attended the 96th meeting. Several
Special Invitees attended all the three meetings. 95th Meeting was by circulation on
16th June 2017. The Society held its AGM on June 3, 2017 and twelve members
attended it. Members came from New Delhi, Bangalore, Kakinada and Vijayawada.
They met their own expenses on travel and stay. The Society did not incur expenditure
on conducting the Meetings. Lunch for AGM was hosted by Mr. B Vidyasagar.
Important decisions taken in the Meetings are given below:
93rd Meeting:
Discussed the draft Report of Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) sponsored by
WATIS (Wipro Applying Thought In Schools) and made the following suggestions
while communicating the unique stand alone BREAD programs of Scholarships and
Libraries to TISS:
a) To Explicitly state the mandate from WATIS to study the BREAD Children's
Library program
b) To highlight the major achievements of the program in the Executive
Summary
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th

94 Meeting:
· Approved the Secretary's Report of the activities of the Society during 201617.
· Approved Audited Accounts of the Society for the year 2016-17.
· To award Scholarships to D.E/UG/PG students not eligible for Monthly
Maintenance Scholarships from Govt.
· Passed a Resolution authorizing Mr. B Vidyasagar, Treasurer to operate net
banking facility with UCO Bank to obtain financial statements of accounts
from time to time.
95th Meeting by circulation:
· Prescribed eligibility criteria for Scholarships.
· Minor corrections in Audited Accounts have been approved.
· Admitted two new Life Members, Ms. RSV Badrinath and Ms. Hema Peddi.
96th Meeting:
· To convey thanks to WATIS and TISS for the final Report on BREAD Children's
Library program.
· To highlight the major achievements of Children's library program
mentioned in the TISS Report.
· Evolved measures to overcome the gaps pointed out in the Report about
monitoring the program.
· To give an inspiring book instead of Dictionary to students as prize for best
write-ups on library books.
· To drop Scholarship program in view of very few applications received and
the differing standards applied by the two governments in awarding
scholarships.
· To focus on Flagship program of Children's Library.
AGM 2017:
· Reviewed and approved the Secretary's Report of Society's activities in 201617.
· Has adopted the Audited Accounts for 2016-17.
· Appointed M/S P Mohana Rao & Co as Auditors for 2017-18.
· To set up 125 libraries in 2017-18.
· To award prizes for best write-ups of students.
· To replenish 400+ libraries with a set of 80 new books in 2017-18.
-4-

·

To felicitate 350 headmasters and teachers for securing NMMS awards to
their schools.

4. Honouring Headmasters and Teachers:
344 Principals of Model schools, HMs of govt. high schools and teachers responsible
for NMMS awards in the 126 NMMS library schools of 2017-18 have been honoured
by sending Mementos and shawls to schools along with books and book cases.
Principals and Headmasters have been requested to invite local VIPs to inaugurate the
libraries who may felicitate HM and teachers on behalf of BREAD Society. BREAD
Society has so far felicitated 2116 HMs and teachers of 743 NMMS schools during the
last seven years.
5. Prizes for best write-ups:
We have given 357 dictionaries as prizes to students of 41 schools for best write-ups
on books read by them.
6. Additional Books to Established Libraries:
We have replenished 80 books to 400 BREAD Children's libraries set up in 2009-10,
2010-11, 2011-12 and 2014-15.
7. Study of BREAD Children's Libraries by Tata Institute of Social Science (TISS)
sponsored by WATIS (Wipro) Applying Thought In Schools: Highlights of the Report
are reproduced below:
· BREAD libraries are one of the “largest network of school libraries in the
country”.
· Extremely impressive achievements both in terms of the operational model
as well as its many positive effects.
· Cost effectiveness and efficiency are the hallmark of the program.
· Remarkable range of age appropriate books better than govt. school library
books.
· BREAD library gives students freedom to borrow books to take home and
read. Teachers also read books and created interest among students in
reading books canalizing their academic and overall development.
· Parents, siblings and friends also showed interest in reading books brought
home by the children.
· The importance of having such BREAD libraries in rural schools in particular
-5-

·

·

·

cannot be overemphasized since the possibilities of accessing reading
materials in the villages either do not exist or are very limited.
Use of BREAD libraries helped students in school activities ranging from
speeches given by students in morning assembly and in inter and intra school
competitions to developing projects for mandatory continuous and
comprehensive assessments.
The presence of the library has enabled schools to engage their students in
constructive ways during unscheduled “free” slots that surface at times due
to a teacher's absence.
Showed that interesting age appropriate books make a difference in reading
culture, not necessarily expensive books.

However, the Report has commented that there is gap in the functioning of the
program a) between BREAD Society's vision of how their libraries should function
and how they are actually doing so in the schools and b) between the ideal vision of
a school-library and BREAD Society's approach to school libraries.
Governing body discussed these points at length and has decided on the following
course of action:
a)
Between BREAD Society's vision of how their libraries should function and
how they are actually doing:
Governing Body realizes that with its existing infrastructure and resources, it can't
visit all schools even once. Therefore, it will interact with headmasters and library
teachers on telephone through its volunteers.
Ÿ To build a database of headmasters and library teachers in position.
Ÿ To seek confirmations from schools about replenishments of books sent to them
over the years.
Ÿ To explain its program and familiarizing new headmasters and new library
teachers with it.
Ÿ To replenish 40 books every year instead of 80 books in 3 years to be in regular
touch with schools.
Ÿ To request library teachers to motivate students to read more library books in
summer vacation by exchanging books with schoolmates allowing them to return any
library book at school reopening time and do write-ups on books with guidance from
parents/siblings and get prizes from BREAD Society.
BREAD Society volunteers will call up library teacher again in July/August to find out if
-6-

the school has received 40 books, students have exchanged and read more books and
submitted write-ups. And finally in October/November its volunteers will call up
library teachers to find out whether the schools have received prizes for write-ups
from us. Governing Body will then assess the functioning of the program based on the
simple statistic of number of schools claiming prizes together with responses of
library teachers to exchange of books in vacations. Thus, headmasters and teachers
are BREAD Society's partners to motivate students to read books in vacations, do
write-ups and recommend prizes for best write-ups to students.
b) Gap between the ideal vision of a school-library and BREAD Society's approach
to school libraries:
Governing Body's primary concern is to create access of books to students. It has
empowered students to operate libraries allowing their classmates to borrow books
of their choice by scanning through the 4 Accession lists provided to the school.
Bookcase is locked when not in use for want of appropriate library space in the
schools.
Libraries in primary schools: TISS has recommended setting up libraries in primary
schools.
Governing Body has taken a conscious decision to set up libraries in govt. high
schools. BREAD Society has set up 10 libraries in Upper Primary Schools, 5 based on
NMMS norm and 5 on donors' wishes. It has now decided to set up libraries in Upper
Primary Schools if they secure 3 or more NMMS awards in a year as against 6 by High
Schools. After exhausting setting up libraries fulfilling these norms, BREAD libraries
will be established in Upper Primary Schools securing 2 NMMS awards as against 5 by
High Schools.
Paid Model Vs. Voluntary Model: TISS has recommended a paid model to monitor
the performance of libraries. BREAD Society has sustained its Voluntary Model for 28
years without engaging a single paid employee and without claiming conveyance
charges for travel and stay. It is unique. It will achieve what best it can with its
voluntary human resources. It can't move to a paid model without funds. World over
research has shown that the output of volunteers is more than that of paid staff.
However, at a later stage it may engage just one paid employee for interacting with all
library schools on a regular basis and to attend to routine work, if need arises. It will
seek donations from Members for additional Corpus to the existing Maintenance
Corpus of RS. 15 lakh to meet the expenditure on an employee.
-7-

Scale Vs. Quality: TISS has observed that focus of BREAD should be on balance
between scale and quality.
The Society didn't proactively engage with schools during the past few years in the
belief that schools were following its guidelines. BREAD has not solicited funds at all
and it gets funds for its programs through internet transfers and NEFT. Hence its focus
was never on scale.
8. Impact Study by Global Giving Foundation:
BREAD Society has taken part in Global Giving Foundation's Organizational
Performance Index (OPI) study for the 2nd year. Last year BREAD Society was given
a final rating of 2.3 on a scale of 4, when the benchmark rating was 1.7. This year,
the initial rating for BREAD Society was 3.6 on a scale of 4 as against the
benchmark rating of 2.4. GGF have given $200 to us for participating in the Study
this year. Last year it gave us $100.
9. Partnership with Global Giving Foundation:
BREAD Society has participated in Global Giving Foundation's March 2018
Accelerator program and by virtue of receiving donations of more than $ 5,000 during
that period, BREAD Society has become a regular partner of Global Giving
Foundation.

10. GiveIndia:
BREAD Society has received a total grant of Rs.11.67 lakh from Give India during the
year. Incidentally, BREAD Society has received a Certificate of Appreciation in
recognition of its general responsiveness and feedback turnaround time by scoring 5
on a scale of 5 and termed it as “5 Stars for Awesomeness” for the second year in
succession.
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11. Donations to BREAD Society:
Details of donations are given below.
SL. No Name of the Donor









Rs.(lakh)

1.

Dr. Ashok Kache 







2.

M/S Give Foundation









11.67

3.

Dr. Shanti Swarup Medasani







3.50

4. 

M/S Nriva Inc. 









1.87

5.

Ms. Hema Peddi







6.

Mr. Srinivas B









7.

Dr. Sugunakar Devaraju 





1.00

8. 

Mr. Deva Prasad







0.70

9. 

meeNeSthaM Charitable Society 





0.50

10. 

Mr. Muvva Krishna Rao 







0.36

11. 

Mr. Sesha Subba Rao K 







0.35

12. 

Mr. K N Vamsi Krishna









0.35

13.

Dr. K Satyanarayana









0.35

11.

M/ S S& S Green Projects





0.35

12.

Mr. Kiran Babu R







0.30

13. 

Mr. Vuyyuru Ramesh









0.23

14. 

Dr. Chaitanya Chilkuri









0.19

15.

M/S Navata Road Transport







0.15

16. 

Mr. M Narasimhappa

17.

Dr.V Chandrasekhara Rao

18.

Dr. P C Rao







0.10

19.

Dr. Prasad Kodali





0.05

20.

M/S. Shamdasani Foundation





21.

M/S HYNGO Foundation 





0.02

22.

Mr. Srikanth Chepuri







0.01



TOTAL



13.90

1.14




1.00

0.12
0.12



0.05

38.38
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12. Finances:
We have received Rs. 8.89 lakh lakh as Interest and Rs.0.66 lakh as refund of Income
Tax during the year. Interest accrued is Rs.0.57 lakh. We have spent an amount of Rs.
46.60 lakh during the year, Rs.46.32 lakh on programs and Rs. 0.28 lakh as
administrative expenditure. We are left with books to set up 25 more libraries. We
have also purchased books for Rs. 6 lakh to replenish 40 books to 1,000 existing
libraries in 2018-19. Our investment in 8% govt. bonds is now Rs. 120 lakh.
13. Dissemination of information to Donors:
We have furnished information about utilization of donations to all sponsors and
donors giving them an up to date account of overall donations and utilizations over
the years. Small amounts of balances in donors' accounts have been converted to
Corpus for replenishing books.
14. Database:
It has been possible to handle the volume and variety of work with support system
created through the robust and versatile database. We are able to generate all
possible information concerning all our stakeholders be it library schools, donors,
accounts etc. Our database created, modified from time to time and managed by Mr.
Vidyasagar, our Treasurer has been responsible for the efficiency and efficacy of our
delivery system. He has redesigned the Database to provide donors replenishing
books to existing libraries with particulars of schools where their donations have been
used. Another important feature added this year is the inclusion of names and
contact numbers of headmasters and library teachers in account statements
furnished to donors. Thus, we have achieved total transparency in all facets of our
program by enabling donors to contact beneficiary schools directly.
15. Paperless Office:
In fact, we are virtually running a paperless office, except for bills and vouchers for
Audit purpose. We use the office primarily to hold Meetings. Work is done by
volunteers from their own places. Secretary has been living in Bangalore for the past 8
years. Orders for books are placed with publishers either by Project Director (BREAD
Libraries) from Vijayawada or by the Secretary from Bangalore. Books are received in
Kakinada, sets are prepared, packed and dispatched to selected library schools from
there. Bookcases are dispatched from Hyderabad. Bills are paid by crediting
publishers' bank accounts.
- 10 -

16. Publications:
BREAD Society has come out with its first quarterly electronic Newsletter in July 2006
and is bringing it out regularly in the first fortnight of every quarter. We have
completed 12 years of publishing quarterly Newsletter. BREAD REVIEW 2016-17 and a
new leaflet of the Society are the new publications. We have circulated these
publications to all concerned.
17. Website:
M/S Foxfire Technologies (India) Ltd. has recast our web content and updated it to
Word Press 4.7.1. We are now able to make changes in the website on our own
without having to depend on an external Web Manager. They are also hosting the
website free of cost very efficiently. We are able to access the website all the time
without any breakdown.
18. Voluntary Services /Thanksgiving:
We thank Mr. Janakiram Prasad, our Vice-President for providing the requisite space
for accommodating a huge volume of different titles of books in his industrial
workshop and for making available free services of his workers. We thank his team of
dedicated workers led by Mr. S Appalakonda for preparing sets of books voluntarily.
The task involves collecting parcels of books from publishers, segregating books,
making 100 sets of 650 different books, affixing three different stamps on each book
including affixing at different places, printing Accession Number on each of the
65,000 books, packing and forwarding the sets of books to library schools and
following up with HMs of schools to ensure that the parcels have reached
destinations. They have also put together 400 sets of 80 books and supplied the same
to the 400 libraries set up in 2009 to 2012 and 2014-15. They have also sent prizes for
write-ups to students of 41 schools.
We thank Mr. S Krupakar of M/S Mudrica Offset Printers, Vijayawada for printing all
our material free of cost for several years now. This year's printing work was of Annual
Report and leaf let.
We also thank Dr. Ravi Sarada for selecting latest books, negotiating with publishers
driving a hard bargain for discounts, placing orders and ensuring timely delivery of
books.
- 11 -

We are not incurring any expenditure on office rent for the past several years due to
benevolence of Mrs. Anita and Dr. Shanti Swarup Medasani allowing us office space in
their home. We thank them most profusely.
We thank Mr. Y Amar of M/S Foxfire Technologies (India) Ltd. for providing excellent
web service to us for several years now.
We thank all our sponsors, especially Dr. Ashok Kache, Give India and other donors for
their continued support. We have not incurred any expenditure on resource
mobilization because of their voluntary contributions.
We also thank Governing Body Members, Mr. Narasimhulu Naidu, Mr. Krishnam
Naidu and Mr. C Kesavulu (retired headmasters) for interacting with hundreds of
headmasters and library teachers and developing a relationship with them for
effective implementation of our library program.
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AUDITOR'S REPORT

We have audited the attached Balance Sheet of BASIC RESEARCH EDUCATION AND
DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY, as on 31st March, 2018 and report that:
1. We have obtained all the information and explanations, which to the best of
our knowledge and belief were necessary for the purpose of our audit.
2. In our opinion proper books of account have been maintained by the society so
far as it appears from our examination of the books.
3. The accounts dealt by this report are in agreement with the books of account
maintained by the Society.
4. In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the
explanations given to us, the said accounts subject to the comments given below
give a true and fair view :
I)

In the case of the Balance Sheet of the state of affairs of the Association as at
31st March, 2018, and

ii) In the case of the Income and Expenditure Account of the excess of Income
over Expenditure for the year ended on 31st March, 2018.
PLACE: Hyderabad
DATE: July 22, 2018

For P. MOHANA RAO & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Sd/(P. MOHANA RAO)
PARTNER
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A/c

21,69,271.00
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A/c
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by UCO Bank, Abids Br. Details of credit are not known even today. Balance is shown Under
deposit A/c
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APPEAL FOR DONATION
The laudable effort of 'Vidyadaanam' is inspiring many donors to augment our
funds. Let us repay our debt to the society by lending a hand to the
underprivileged ones. Join us in this Mission.
1.
2.
3.
4.

·
·
·

·

·

Sponsor a BREAD Children's Library with a donation of Rs. 40,000.
A donation of Rs. 800 will help replenish 40 new books to an existing BREAD
library.
Donations in any denomination are welcome.
BREAD furnishes annual statements of account of utilization of contributions to
all donors.
Bread Society is registered with FCRA. NRIs can donate directly or through eligible
Institutions to claim tax credit facility.
Donations to BREAD Society are eligible for Income Tax Exemption U/s 80 (G) of I. T.
Act.
Indian donors may directly credit donations to BREAD Society Bank Account (SB
Ac.#: 013910029900006) with Andhra Bank, Gagan Mahal Road Branch,
Hyderabad 500029. IFSC: ANDB0000139 or make transfers through Net
banking/NEFT/RTGS
Indian donors can also draw cheques in favor of BREAD Society and and deposit it
in any Andhra Bank branch or mail the same to its Administrative Office at Plot # 3,
IDA, Ramanayyapeta, Kakinada 533005.
Secretary sends receipt for donations to all donors.

For enquiries: Secretary: Ph# 9391357141/9342109434

Email: breadsociety@gmail.com
Website: www.breadsocietyindia.org
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS
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BREAD SOCIETY
Head Office:
Plot # 1300 A, Road # 66,
Jubilee Hills,
Hyderabad - 500 033
Admn. Office:
Plot # 3, I D A,
Ramanayyapeta,
Kakinada - 533005
Office: 09391357141
Ramamohan Rao Kakani
Secretary
09342109434 / 080 29741656
Email: breadsociety@gmail.com
Website: breadsocietyindia.org

